
a succulent plant for a contemporary feel. Use natural textures 
in other tablescape elements as well: rattan placemats, 
napkins tied with twine and rustic dishes or pottery.  

Vintage holiday theme 
Everything old is new again with this whimsical theme. Search 
your local antique stores or online for vintage Easter décor and 
build your table around a unique find. Vintage cards can serve 
as placeholders, vintage dishes can hold family-style recipes 
and hard-boiled eggs dyed bright colors add dimension to the 
set-up.

Choose a design theme 
It can be literal like spring or aesthetic, like a monochromatic 
color palette with varied textures. But don’t be afraid to pick 
a direction and run with it –tablescapes come to life with 

dedicated vision. At a loss? Keep reading!

 
Look for creative ways to incorporate eggs 
at the core of your theme:

Chic, minimalist theme
You can’t go wrong with classic black and white! Use 
black paint pens to draw designs on hard-boiled eggs, 
then carefully place them in glass jars of varying sizes 
for a buzzworthy centerpiece. Keep the table placements 
equally as chic with black napkins and monogrammed 
place cards.  

Rustic, outdoorsy theme
Take it outdoors while staying inside by creating an Easter 
Egg Tree with real branches and naturally dyed eggs.  
Use gingham ribbon to tie the eggs to the tree and create 
an outdoor picnic vibe. Have a tablecloth to match? 
Even better!  
 
Neutral, contemporary theme
Fill real eggshells with vegetable wax for unique 
homemade candles and nestle them into moss or 

Abide by the rule of threes. 
It’s common design wisdom that everything looks better in 
sets of three – and it’s true! Consider placing an odd-numbered 
cluster of design elements together or – if you dare – perhaps 
three egg trees or succulent arrangements.
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EGGCITING TABLESCAPES MAKE IT AT HOME LIST
When it comes to entertaining – whether for two or 20 – the table sets the tone.  

It’s the stage for a great gathering; for warm and friendly fun, transforming even the simplest meal.  
Get inspired to create an Easter-themed tablescape by taking Easter egg decorating to the next level.

Visit incredibleegg.org/challenge for inspiration.


